
 

  

  



 

TEA MAKER & WATER KETTLE 
For brewing any type of tea perfectly, 
and an eye-catcher when boiling water  
 
 
 
An elegant appliance, which convinces by its elaborate features and a superior workmanship. The 
jug is made of heat-proof original Schott DURAN® glass. In addition to the 5 preset programmes, 
the electronic menu control allows for setting and saving 11 different brewing temperatures  
(50 °C – 100 °C) as well as the steeping time (up to 10 minutes), to perfectly correspond to the 
used tea type. Whether black tea, green or white tea, whether teas made of fruit or herbs – 
thanks to the precise temperature accuracy this tea maker delivers best results to match every 
taste. Brewing the perfect tea is easy now: fill in water, select the programme of your choice and 
– if required - adjust temperature and steeping time; the appliance will continue by itself. Once 
having reached the set temperature, the signal tone of the unit will prompt to insert the tea 
infuser. And once the steeping time has run off, another signal tone indicates that the tea infuser 
has to be removed. The automatic keep-warm function just rounds off the pleasant handling of 
this appliance. And in addition, there is a separate quick-start button for using the unit as a water 
kettle, without any further setting. Even demanding tea drinkers will love this Rommelsbacher tea 
maker! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Technical data:  

 Type: TA 1400 
 230 V~  1400 W    stainless steel/glass 

 decorative jug, 1.2 l,  
of original Schott DURAN® glass 

 LCD display, 5 programmes for tea brewing 

 exact temperature accuracy 

 temperature regulation from 50 °C – 100 °C 

 steeping time adjustable up to 10 min.,  
keep-warm function (30 min.) 

 quick-start button (100 °C) for boiling water 

 removable micromesh tea infuser, stainless steel 

 360° base unit, jug can be placed from any side 

 integrated cord take-up 

 dimensions: 20 x 22 x 26.5 cm  


